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KOREAN MAJOR LP – Vol.14: SHINHAN CAPITAL
§ Shinhan Financial Group (“SFG”) is Korea’s first privately established financial holding
company incorporated on Sept’01. There are 11 subsidiaries, including Shinhan Bank, Shinhan Card, Shinhan
Investment, Shinhan Life, Shinhan Capital and Shinhan BNPP Asset Management etc. SFG serves about 28 million
customers with 17,000 employees and 1,300 network branches nationwide.
§ Shinhan Capital was established as a leasing company by Shinhan Bank in Apr’91.
§ The company is a premier credit-specialized financial services provider with a focus on corporate finance in Korea.
Its operations have expanded from leasing, loans and factoring businesses to installment financing and new
technology project financing (venture capital), following the enactment of the Specialized Credit Financial Business
Act in 1997, as well as PE fund investment, corporate restructuring and real estate project financing services.
§ As of Dec’11, the company's total assets amounted KRW 3.5trn with ROE of 10.9%. It has also maintained a
domestic credit rating of "AA-" for corporate bonds, the industry's highest, since 2006.
ORGANIZATION

ORGANIZATION

§ The Investment Finance
Division consists of the
Private Equity Application
Team,
Corporate
Investment Team, Venture
Capital Team, and Real
Estate Project Finance
Team. The division is
mainly tasked with private
equity (PE) management,
mezzanine investments,
corporate
restructuring
and venture investments,
M&A
financing,
and
overseas investments. As
of Dec’11, the division had
KRW
1,078.9bn
in
operating assets including
KRW 486.4bn in real
estate PF assets.
§ LBI’s relationship with
Shinhan Capital has
been limited to making
domestic
VC/PE
investments in club deals
together. LBI continues to
communicate
closely
about
potential
commitment in the future.
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KOREAN ECONOMY & PRIVATE EQUITY INDUSTRY
LP NEWS & MARKET UPDATE
§ KT, NPS, Korea Post Form Fund for Global M&A. KT has formed a KRW 1trn fund, “KT Global Investment
Partnership Private Equity Fund”, to pursue global M&A opportunities. Korea Post and Korea’s National Pension Fund
(NPS) contributed KRW 400bn and KRW 60bn to the fund accordingly. KT plans on using the fund for acquiring a stake
in communications companies in Africa or the Middle East. Earlier this year, KT also participated in NPS’s “Corporate
Partnership Program”, under which it formed a fund to acquire overseas targets. The fund was received contribution
from KT and a matching amount from NPS for KRW 600bn.
§ Independent PEFs take 80% of Korean PE market.
In 2011 a 73.5% of total PEF commitments (KRW
Fund Size
Year
3.8bn out of KRW 5.2bn) were committed to form
Independent PEF
Securities
Others*
funds with independent PEFs, showing sharp increase
from less than a half in 2010. Such preference on
2010
48.4%
12.2%
39.4%
independent PEFs from local limited partners has
2011
73.5%
10.8%
15.7%
continued into the first three quarters of 2012; the
2012.01-08
80.6%
7.3%
12.1%
Postal Service made 3 blind PEF commitments, all of
* Others include banks, asset management and corporations.
them being independent PEFs.
IPO & DEAL ALERT
IPO Company Name

Date

Company Business

Modacom

9/25

Mobile broadband equipment

Koyj

9/27

Optical film maker for LCD

Avatec

11/6

Display panel coating

Wooriro

11/27

Optical telecom devices

CJ Hello Vision

TBD

Cable TV operator

YMC

TBD

FPD manufacturer

Maxrotec

TBD

Industrial/ gantry robot systems

§ MKS Instruments Acquires Plasmart. The global
provider of instruments, subsystems and process
control solutions used in the manufacturing of
semiconductors, flat panel displays and other
advanced coatings acquired Plasmart, a developer of
radio frequency plasma generation and monitoring
systems used in semi’s. The acquisition will bolster
MKS’ RF power capability and increasing access to
the Korean market, while making serving Asian
customers easier.

§ Visteon selling its climate control operations to its
Korean JV.
The global automotive thermal
management
manufacturer
will spin out its climate
DGENX
TBD
Automobile parts
business to its Korean partner, Halla Climate Control,
creating the Halla-Visteon Climate Group where Visteon will maintain a 70% stake in the JV. The JV is estimated to be
worth approx. KRW 2.4trn, the world’s second largest climate company.
GMB Korea

TBD

Automobile precision parts/
bearings

§ SK is not acquiring Kakao Corp. Korea’s third-largest internet porter service provider recently denied the merger
rumor with Kakao Corp, the developer of Korea’s most widely used social network service.
§ KDIC to sell stake in KEPCO. The state-run Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation is selling a 5% stake in KEPCO,
Korea Electric Power Corporation for $800mm, in effort to recuperate funds that went into normalizing banks after the
Asian Financial Crisis.
§ Monami to merge with Onemate. In a share swap merger Onemate, an unlisted system integration company, will be
merged into Monami, the listed South Korean stationary maker.
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KOREAN ECONOMY & PRIVATE EQUITY INDUSTRY
IPO & DEAL ALERT (cont’d)
§ Seungkwang and Posmate to merge. The unlisted South Korean gold course operator, Seungkwang, will be merging
and absorbed into the South Korean maintenance services company, Posmate. Together the companies would have
recorded sales of approx. $110mm.
§ Shinsegae to acquire stake in Central City. The listed Korean retail company with major department stores in Korea
acquired a 60% stake in Central City, the privately held operator of shopping malls, a department store and a bus
terminal in Seoul. The purchased stake totaled KRW 1.025trn and came from four Malaysian investment firms.
§ Daesung Industrial to merge with Daesung Information Systems. The listed South Korean liquid fuel and related
products wholesaler, Daesung Industrial, is merging with its unlisted affiliate and an application software developer,
Daesung Information Systems. Daesung Industrial is in sale discussions with international investors for the sale of DCube City, a shopping and hotel complex in Guro district.
§ BPCL offers a 51% stake in JV petrochem unit to LG Chemicals. Bharat Petroleum Corporation (BPCL), a stateowned Indian oil-marketing company, offered a 51% stake in its forthcoming propylene JV unit at Kochi to its South
Korean partner LG Chemicals. The partners have already inked an MoU for the project, and the prophylene project is
worth around INR 60bn ($1.13bn).
§ T-On acquired by KT Corporation. South Korean No.2 network carrier acquired a 100% stake in the privately held
trunk radio system-based network service provider for undisclosed price.
§ GM Korea is buying back KDB stake. General Motors is allegedly trying to buy back its 17% stake, as the stake gives
KDB, the Korea Development Bank, the rights to veto decisions made by the GM Korea Board. GM Korea recorded total
sales of KRW 16.57bn in 2011, and this alleged buyback action is viewed as the company’s trying to strengthen its
footprint in the country.
§ Samho Industrial to acquire a major stake in Hydrogen Power. The listed South Korean aluminum milling company,
Samho Industril, is acquiring a 57.21% stake in the Korean auto parks maker, Hydrogen Power, via a stock exchange
deal for approx. KRW 27bn in efforts to diversity its businesses. Samho has originally had a 11.9% stake in Hydrogen.
§ Neowiz Games and Neowiz Internet to merge. Currently at the regulatory/shareholder approval stage, Neowiz Games,
a listed online game developer with specialization in FPS (first person shooter), Racing and RPG (role-playing games),
will merge with its affiliate, Neowiz Internet that is engaged in mobile games and music distribution via the Bugs Music
brand, via a share swap.
§ Airpark to acquire Jungjin Industrial. Airpark, a listed South Korean air conditioner manufacturer, is to acquire 100%
of Jungjin Industrial, an unlisted South Korean plant builder, for KRW 22bn.
§ KAI employees to oppose potential sale to Korea Airlines. The possible sale of Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI) to
Korea Airlines is facing opposition from employees of the company. The association of the managerial staff in KAI ,
together with the labor union, is trying to shield the company from a potential acquisition by Korea Airlines. The
association claimed it considers Korea Airlines not a suitable potential buyer of the company as it could be difficult for
Korea Airlines to make a large investment which is necessary for a defense company. A group of KAI shareholders
including Korea Finance Corporation is in the process to sell a 41.7% stake in the listed South Korean defense company.
KAI has a market cap of KRW 2.47tn.
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CHINESE ECONOMY & PRIVATE EQUITY INDUSTRY
ECONOMY & MARKET UPDATE
§ China overtakes US as leading FDI destination for the
first time since 2003 as the world's largest recipient of global
foreign direct investment in the first half of 2012, showing
that global investors are still confident in the world's secondlargest economy despite its economic slowdown. FDI inflows
to China amounted to $59bn in 1H’12, despite a y-o-y 3%
decline from $61bn in 1H’11. Meanwhile, FDI flowing to the
US reached $57.4bn, an y-o-y 39.2% decline from a year
earlier. FDI inflows to the EU declined by 3.8% y-o-y to
$175.9bn for 1H’12.
§ Q4’12 rebound predicted for China’s economic growth.
China's economic growth rate may experienced the bottom
in 3Q’12 and a slight rebound may be seen in the 4Q on
improved market demand. Growth on GDP in 2012 is
expected to be slightly higher than the 7.5% government
target, due to the monetary easing across major global
economies, helping stabilize financial markets and boost
consumer confidence.
§ China's Consumer Price Index (CPI) eased to 1.9% in
Sept’12 from 2% in Aug’12. Food prices, which account for
nearly one-third of the weighting in the calculation of China's
CPI, rose 2.5% y-o-y. This was down from the 3.4% y-o-y
increase in Aug’12 China's Producer Price Index (PPI)
dropped 3.6% y-o-y, marking the 7th straight month of
decline after the PPI dropped in Mar’12 for the first time
since Dec’09.
IPO & DEAL ALERT
§ Olympic gymnast Li Ning sells 25% stake for $175mm. The founder of Li Ning Co Ltd is selling a 25% stake in
China's best-known sportswear group to his talent management firm Viva China Holdings for HK$1.36bn, as the sports
sector grapples with an economic slowdown and fierce competition. Viva China is controlled by Olympic gymnast Li Ning,
the founder and chairman of the company which is backed by TPG Capital and Singapore sovereign fund GIC.
§ Chinese online games portal seeks NASDAQ IPO. YY Inc, which which operates online games portal Duowan.com
and audio chat software YY Client, is applying for NASDAQ IPO to raise up to $100mm. The company is one of the few
that is trying to go public amid the weak global economic climate and investors' shrinking interest in Chinese stocks,
which had their reputation recently tainted by fraud scandals.
§ State Grid to acquire Brazilian power assets. The National Development and Reform Commission approved the
acquisition of seven Brazilian high-voltage power transmission assets by State Grid Corp, China's largest electricity
distributor and power grid operator for $910mm, marking the Chinese power company's second investment in Brazil, and
its fourth large-scale investment overseas.
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CHINESE ECONOMY & PRIVATE EQUITY INDUSTRY
IPO & DEAL ALERT (cont’d)
§ Mainland firms cautious on M&A’s. According to the survey, only 11% of the surveyed mainland companies indicated
their intention to pursue acquisitions in the coming year, down from the 22% in Mar’12. By contrast, 25% of the global
executives expected to pursue acquisitions next year. 64% was worried that the targeted overseas companies' valuation
is too high, and they preferred to wait until the global economic uncertainty lead to even lower business valuations.
§ Cathay Fortune offers $848mm for copper miner. The Chinese private equity company has made an 830 million
Australian dollar ($848mm) non-binding, indicative offer to acquire Australia's Discovery Metals, the Australia-listed
copper miner.
§ Suning acquires Redbaby to broaden product lines. China's top home appliance retailer, Suning Appliance, is to buy
a maternal and infant goods e-commerce website for $66mm, in efforts to broaden its product lines so it can better
compete with other e-commerce giants selling general merchandise. The company's online platform Suning.com, a
Chinese version of Best Buy, will acquire Redbaby.com.cn to widen its product lines in maternal and infant goods and
cosmetics. In 1H’12 the online market for maternal and infant goods in China exceeded RMB 20bn ($3.17bn) in sales,
with expected annual growth of 86%. It currently constitutes 4.35% of the total online shopping market.
§ Weichai Power buys Kion stakes. Chinese automotive and equipment manufacturing company Weichai Power is
paying pay 738mm Euros ($928mm) for a stake in German forklift truck maker Kion Group and its hydraulics subsidiary,
the largest direct investment by a Chinese company in Germany so far. Weichai will invest 738mm Euros ($928mm) in
the German forklift maker for a 25% stake in Kion and a 70% stake in Kion's hydraulics business unit
§ Wanda closes acquisition of US chains. China's leading private conglomerate Dalian Wanda Group completed a
high-profile acquisition of AMC Entertainment, valued at roughly $2.6bn. With the completion of the deal between Wanda
and AMC, the second largest cinema owner in the US, Wanda will be added with 338 multiplex theaters and 4,865
screen, including 2, 171 3-D screens and 124 IMAX screens to its assets, becoming the world's largest cinema owner.
§ Haier gets NDRC approval to buy Fisher & Paykel. Chinese appliance maker Haier Group is to acquire New
Zealand’s Fisher & Paykel Appliance, one of the biggest makers of home appliances and electronics in the world. Haier
offered NZ$869mm ($710mm) for an 80% stake in the company, in a bid to boost its global growth.
§ HNA Group buys 48% stake in French airline. HNA Group, the parent company of Hainan Airlines and China's fourthlargest airline group, completed its acquisition of a 48% stake in Aigle Azur, a Paris-based private airline, as HNA
expands its international flight network. It marks the first time that a Chinese airline company has invested in a European
airline. HNA Group will be the second-largest shareholder in the airline, after Go Fast Group in France. While
undisclosed, the deal was once reported at $40mm.
§ Damco buys PacNet to grow presence in China. Damco, the logistics arm of the Danish shipping conglomerate AP
Moller-Maersk Group, has agreed to buy the Australian global logistics company, Pacific Network Global Logistics, a
leading freight forwarder in China and Australia markets, for an undisclosed amount. The move will enhance its network
and forwarding capabilities in Australia and China and help it gain market leadership positions in retail and lifestyle
sectors in Australia while further strengthening its position in airfreight from China to Australia.
§ Legend is building wine empire. Legend Holdings, personal computer giant Lenovo’s parent company bought a 39% of
WuLing Wine’s stock and became the largest shareholder in Jun 2011. And in Oct’12 Legend’s wine subsidiary Fenglian
Wine has fully bought out well-known Chinese liquor brand Hunan WuLing Wine with a share acquisition costing more
than RMB 400mm ($63.6mm)
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LB NEWS UPDATE
LB NEW PORTFOLIO COMPANIES
LB made new investments in the following portfolio companies:
1)
–
–
–
–

2)
–
–
–
–

3)
–
–
–
–

4)
–
–
–
–

Big Hit Entertainment
Founded In: February 2005
Investment Stage/Type: Series-B/Mid-Stage
Industry: Entertainment
Company not only discovers, trains and manages music artists and talents as a talent
agency, but also produces their music and video contents. CEO, SiHyuk Bang, is one
of the most recognized producers and song writers in Korea, and has produced a
number of KPOP hits (over 30 songs with No.1 title in local music charts) since 1997.
Big Hit’s current artists include 2AM, Glam, Homme, 8eight and more.
Dongsung Highchem
Founded In: August 1978
Investment Stage/Type: Public/BW
Industry: Petro/fine chemical
At its petrochemical unit, Dongsung Highchem produces solvents such as hexane from
raw material raffinate, as well as organic peroxide (a type of polymeric modifier) at its
fine chemical unit (domestic market share: 57%). Company’s thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU) unit produces different kinds of TPU’s, a type of plastic possessing
the elasticity of rubber.
Volvik
Founded In: May 1980
Investment Stage/Type: Series-A/Mid-Stage
Industry: Sports goods manufacturing (premium golf balls)
Company produces specialized 3 and 4 piece multi-layer solid golf balls that feature
patented dimple technology for optimal performance for every skill level. In just over 30
years of golf ball production, Volvik has developed a reputation based on perfect
quality control and innovative development, quickly becoming one of the most trusted
golf ball manufacturers in the world, selling a million gold balls each year. In addition to
its partnership with LPGA, Volvik sponsor many events from Girls Golf, Front Row
Experience, and LPGA's future's tour.
Green Point
Founded In: December 2009
Investment Stage/Type: Series-A/Early-Stage
Industry: Car sharing service
Company provides a membership-based car-sharing service, providing automobile
reservations to its members, billable by half an hour, hour or day. In short, Green Car
is a Korean version of “Zipcar”. Members can reserve Green Cars online, by phone or
via mobile application at anytime, immediately or a few months in advance. As the first
mover in the car-sharing business and partnerships with Hyundai/Kia Motors, KORAIL
(KTX, Korea railroad system), college campuses and big apartment complexes in the
metropolitan area, Green Point/Car will introduce a new, economic and environmental
friendly transportation method to Korea.
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LB NEWS UPDATE
LB RECENT INVESTMENT DEVELOPMENTS
LB expects to exit 6 portfolio companies through successful IPOs in KOSDAQ, ChiNext, TSEC and NASDAQ
during 2012.
1) SECUVE
– OS-level security system
– Late stage investment
– Total Investment Amount: KRW 1 billion in December 2010
– Expected IPO in KOSDAQ: 2011 4Q (Exit in 2012 3Q)
– Expected Return: 2~3X
2) GCT
– LTE & WiMax chip set solutions for 3-4G mobile handset
– Early stage VC investment
– Total Investment Amount: KRW 2 billion (KRW 1.3 billion in September 2001 and KRW 700 million in November 2002)
– Expected IPO in NASDAQ: 2012 4Q (Exit in 2013 1Q)
– Expected Return: 4~5X
3) Maxrotec
– Manufacturer of wireless gantry robot system and cylinder block of car engine
– Later stage investment
– Total Investment Amount: KRW 1.9 billion in May 2011
– Expected IPO in KOSDAQ: 2012 4Q (Exit in 2013 1Q)
– Expected Return: 3~5X
4) CIS
– No.1 secondary battery manufacturer
– Later stage investment
– Total Investment Amount: KRW 7.2 billion in April 2011
– Expected IPO in KOSDAQ: 2012 4Q (Exit in 2013 1H)
– Expected Return: 3~4X
5) Innofidei
– Solution provider to enable China mobile TV broadcasting standard (CMBB) and 4G data terminal (TD-LTE)
– Early stage investment
– Time of investment : July 2008
– Expected IPO in ChiNext: 2012 4Q (Exit in 2013 4Q~2014 1Q)
– Expected Return: 3-5X
6) Youjia Mica
– Raw materials (synthetic mica powder and synthetic coiled mica)
– Pre-IPO investment
– Time of investment: June 2012
– Expected IPO in TSEC (Taiwan Stock Exchange): 2012 4Q (Exit in 2013 1H)
– Expected Return: 2~3X

